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There is not unified registration:

- Every administrative agency have own identified number.
- Any enterprise/establishment must do registration at Tax Authority, then at chamber of commerce and finally at commercial register.
- There is not enough information from one data source to establish statistical business register.
- There are problems to receive data about revenue of enterprises as figures from Egyptian Tax Authority according law.
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- There is problem to deal with location of establishment from administrative registers:

  - Establishments address that are found in the administrative records are not clear and detailed manner to be suitable for fieldwork.

  - Administrative registers is using another location classification. This classification is difficult to convert it to location classification that is using for statistical purposes.
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- There is no real relation between administrative registers:
  
  - For example: the Tax ID is existing in all other registers but in some registers like insurance register isn't an mandatory field and for that it's not exist for all records of insurance register.

  - Various administrative registers are not able to check joint administrative data to insure that this data is not changing from register to another.
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